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Adaptive GPU Tessellation
with Compute Shaders
Jad Khoury, Jonathan Dupuy, and
Christophe Riccio
1.1 Introduction
GPU rasterizers are most efficient when primitives project into more than
a few pixels. Below this limit, the Z-buffer starts aliasing, and shading rate decreases dramatically [Riccio 12]; this makes the rendering of
geometrically-complex scenes challenging, as any moderately distant polygon will project to sub-pixel size. In order to minimize such sub-pixel projections, a simple solution consists in procedurally refining coarse meshes as
they get closer to the camera. In this chapter, we are interested in deriving
such a procedural refinement technique for arbitrary polygon meshes.
Traditionally, mesh refinement has been computed on the CPU via recursive algorithms such as quadtrees [Duchaineau et al. 97, Strugar 09] or
subdivision surfaces [Stam 98, Cashman 12]. Unfortunately, CPU-based
refinement is now fundamentally bottlenecked by the massive CPU-GPU
streaming of geometric data it requires for high resolution rendering. In
order to avoid these data transfers, extensive work has been dedicated
to implement and/or emulate these recursive algorithms directly on the
GPU by leveraging tessellation shaders (see, e.g., [Niessner et al. 12, Cashman 12,Mistal 13]). While tessellation shaders provide a flexible, hardwareaccelerated mechanism for mesh refinement, they remain limited in two
respects. First, they only allow up to log2 (64) = 6 levels of subdivision.
Second, their performance drops along with subdivision depth [AMD 13].
In the following sections, we introduce a GPU-based refinement scheme
that is free from the limitations incurred by tessellation shaders. Specifically, our scheme allows arbitrary subdivision levels at constant memory
costs. We achieve this by manipulating an implicit (triangle-based) subdivision scheme for each polygon of the scene in a dedicated compute shader
that reads from and writes to a compact, double-buffered array. First, we
show how we manage our implicit subdivision scheme in Section 1.2. Then,
we provide implementation details for rendering programs we wrote that
leverage our subdivision scheme in Section 1.3.
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Figure 1.1. The (a) subdivision rule we apply on a triangle (b) uniformily and
(c) adaptively. The subdivision levels for the red, blue, and green nodes are
respectively 2, 3, and 4.

1.2 Implicit Triangle Subdivision
1.2.1 Subdivision Rule
Polygon refinement algorithms build upon a subdivision rule. The subdivision rule describes how an input polygon splits into sub-polygons. Here,
we rely on a binary triangle subdivision rule, which is illustrated in Figure 1.1 (a). The rule splits a triangle into two similar sub-triangles 0 and 1,
whose barycentric-space transformation matrices are respectively


−1/2 −1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2 ,
(1.1)
M0 = −1/2
0
0
1
and



1/2
M1 = −1/2
0


−1/2 1/2
−1/2 1/2 .
0
1

(1.2)

Listing 1.1 shows the GLSL code we use to procedurally compute either
M0 or M1 based on a binary value. It is clear that at subdivision level
N ≥ 0, the rule produces 2N triangles; Figure 1.1 (b) shows the refinement
produced at subdivision level N = 4, which consists of 24 = 16 triangles.
mat3 bitToXform ( in uint bit )
{
float s = float ( bit ) - 0.5;
vec3 c1 = vec3 (
s , -0.5 , 0) ;
vec3 c2 = vec3 ( -0.5 ,
-s , 0) ;
vec3 c3 = vec3 (+0.5 , +0.5 , 1) ;
return mat3 ( c1 , c2 , c3 ) ;
}

Listing 1.1. Computing the subdivision matrix M0 or M1 from a binary value.
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1.2.2 Implicit Representation
By construction, our subdivision rule produces unique sub-triangles at each
step. Therefore, any sub-triangle can be represented implicitly via concatenations of binary words, which we call a key. In this key representation,
each binary word corresponds to the partition (either 0 or 1) chosen at a
specific subdivision level; Figure 1.1 (b, c) shows the keys associated to
each triangle node in the context of (b) uniform and (c) adaptive subdivision. We retrieve the subdivision matrix associated to each key through
successive matrix multiplications in a sequence determined by the binary
concatenations. For example, letting M0100 denote the transformation matrix associated to the key 0100, we have
M0100 = M0 × M1 × M0 × M0 .

(1.3)

In our implementation, we store each key produced by our subdivision rule
as a 32-bit unsigned integer. Below is the bit representation of a 32-bit
word, encoding the key 0100. Bits irrelevant to the code are denoted by
the ‘ ’ character.
MSB
LSB
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___1 0100
Note that we always prepend the key’s binary sequence with a binary value
of 1 so we can track the subdivision level associated to the key easily.
Listing 1.2 provides the GLSL code we use to extract the transformation
matrix associated to an arbitrary key.

mat3 keyToXform ( in uint key )
{
mat3 xf = mat3 (1) ;
while ( key > 1 u ) {
xf = bitToXform ( key & 1 u ) * xf ;
key = key >> 1 u ;
}
return xf ;
}

Listing 1.2. Key to transformation matrix decoding routine.

Since we use 32-bit integers, we can store up to a 32 − 1 = 31 levels of
subdivision, which includes the root node. Naturally, more levels require
longer words. Because longer integers are currently unavailable on many
GPUs, we emulate them using integer vectors, where each component represents a 32-bit wide portion of the entire key. For more details, see our
implementation, where we provide a 63-level subdivision algorithm using
the GLSL uvec2 datatype.
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1.2.3 Iterative Construction
Subdivision is recursive by nature. Since GPU execution units lack stacks,
implementing GPU recursion is difficult. In order to circumvent this difficulty, we store the triangles produced by our subdivision as keys inside a
buffer that we update iteratively in a ping-pong fashion; we refer to this
double-buffer as the subdivision buffer. Because our keys consists of integers, our subdivision buffer is very compact. At each iteration, we process
the keys independently in a compute shader, which is set to write in the
second buffer. We allow three possible outcomes for each key: it can be
subdivided to the next level, downgraded to the previous subdivision level,
or conserved as is. Such operations are very straightforward to implement
thanks to our key representation. The following bit representations match
the parent of the key given in our previous example along with its two
children:
MSB
LSB
parent: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 1010
key:
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___1 0100
child1: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __10 1000
child2: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __10 1001
Note that compared to the key representation, the other keys are either
1-bit expansions or contractions. The GLSL code to compute these representations is shown in Listing 1.3; it simply consists of bitshifts and logical
operations, and is thus very cheap.
uint parentKey ( in uint key )
{
return ( key >> 1 u ) ;
}
void childrenKeys ( in uint key , out uint children [2])
{
children [0] = ( key << 1 u ) | 0 u ;
children [1] = ( key << 1 u ) | 1 u ;
}

Listing 1.3. Implicit subdivision procedures in GLSL.

Listing 1.4 provides the pseudocode we typically use for updating the
subdivision buffer in a GLSL compute shader. In practice, if a key needs to
be split, it emits two new words, and the original key is deleted. Conversely,
when two sibling keys must merge, they are replaced by their parent’s key.
In order to avoid generating two copies of the same key in memory, we
only emit the key once from the 0-child, identified using the test provided
in Listing 1.5. We also provide some unit tests we perform on the keys
to avoid producing invalid keys in Listing 1.6. For the keys that do not
require any modification, they are simply re-emitted, unchanged.
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buffer keyBufferOut { uvec2 u_ S ub dB u ff er Ou t []; };
uniform atomic_uint u _ S u b d B u f f e r C o u n t e r ;
// write a key to the subdivision buffer
void writeKey ( uint key )
{
uint idx = a t o m i c C o u n t e r I n c r e m e n t ( u _ S u b d B u f f e r C o u n t e r ) ;
u _S ub d Bu ff er O ut [ idx ] = key ;
}
// general routine to update the subdivision buffer
void u p d a t e S u b d B u f f e r ( uint key , int targetLod )
{
// extract subdivision level associated to the key
int keyLod = findMSB ( key ) ;
// update the key accordingly
if ( /* subdivide ? */ keyLod < targetLod && ! isLeafKey ( key ) ) {
uint children [2]; childrenKeys ( key , children ) ;
writeKey ( children [0]) ;
writeKey ( children [1]) ;
} else if ( /* keep ? */ keyLod == targetLod ) {
writeKey ( key ) ;
} else /* merge ? */ {
if ( /* is root ? */ isRootKey ( key ) ) {
writeKey ( key ) ;
} else if ( /* is zero child ? */ i sChildZ eroKey ( key ) ) {
writeKey ( parentKey ( key ) ) ;
}
}
}

Listing 1.4. Updating the subdivision buffer on the GPU.

bool isChildZ eroKey ( in uint key )

{ return ( key & 1 u == 0 u ) ; }

Listing 1.5. Determining if the key represents the 0-child of its parent.

bool isRootKey ( in uint key ) { return ( key == 1 u ) ; }
bool isLeafKey ( in uint key ) { return findMSB ( key ) == 31; }

Listing 1.6. Determining whether a key is a root key or a leaf key.

It should be clear that our approach maps very well to the GPU. This
allows us to compute adaptive subdivisions such as the one shown in Figure 1.1 (c). Note that an iteration only permits a single refinement or
coarsening operation per key. Thus when more are needed, multiple buffer
iterations should be performed. In our rendering implementations, we perform a single buffer iteration at the beginning of each frame.
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1.2.4 Conversion to Explicit Geometry
For the sake of completeness, we provide here some additional details on
how we convert our implicit subdivision keys into actual geometry. We
achieve this easily with GPU instancing. Specifically, we instantiate a
triangle for each subdivision key located in our subdivision buffer. For
each instance, we determine the location of the triangle vertices using the
routines of Listing 1.7. Note that these routines focus on computing the
coordinates of the vertices of the subdivided triangles; extending them to
handle other attributes such as normals or texture coordinates is straightforward.

// barycentric interpolation
vec3 berp ( in vec3 v [3] , in vec2 u )
{
return v [0] + u . x * ( v [1] - v [0]) + u . y * ( v [2] - v [0]) ;
}
// subdivision routine ( vertex
void subd ( in uint key , in vec3
{
mat3 xf = keyToXform ( key ) ;
vec2 u1 = ( xf * vec3 (0 , 0 ,
vec2 u2 = ( xf * vec3 (1 , 0 ,
vec2 u3 = ( xf * vec3 (0 , 1 ,

position only )
v_in [3] , out vec3 v_out [3])

1) ) . xy ;
1) ) . xy ;
1) ) . xy ;

v_out [0] = berp ( v_in , u1 ) ;
v_out [1] = berp ( v_in , u2 ) ;
v_out [2] = berp ( v_in , u3 ) ;
}

Listing 1.7. Compute the vertices v out of the sub-triangle associated to a
subdivision key generated from a triangle defined by vertices v in.
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1.3 Adaptive Subdivision on the GPU
1.3.1 Overview
In this section, we describe a tessellation technique for polygonal geometry
that leverages our implicit subdivision scheme. Our technique computes
an adaptive subdivision for each polygon in the scene, so as to control
their extent in screen-space and hence minimize sub-pixel projections; we
describe how we compute such subdivisions using a distance-based LOD
criterion in Section 1.3.2. Since adaptive subdivisions usually lead to Tjunction polygons, we also discuss how we avoid them entirely; we discuss
the issue of T-junctions in Section 1.3.3.
InstancedGeometryBuffers

SubdBufferIn
DispatchComputeIndirect()

DispatchCompute(1, 1, 1)

DrawElementsIndirect()

LodKernel

IndirectBatcherKernel

RenderKernel

SubdBufferOut

DrawIndirectBuffer

FrameBuffer

CulledSubdBuffer

DispatchIndirectBuffer

swap(SubdBufferIn, SubdBufferOut)

Figure 1.2. OpenGL pipeline of our compute-based tessellation shader. The
green, red, and gray boxes respectively denote GPU memory buffers, GPU code
execution, and CPU code execution.

In practice, our technique requires three GPU kernels with OpenGL 4.5;
Figure 1.2 diagrams the OpenGL pipeline of our implementation. The first
kernel (LodKernel) updates the subdivision buffer in a compute shader
using the algorithms described in the previous section. In addition, we
perform view-frustum culling for each key and write the visible ones to
a buffer (CulledSubdBuffer) using an atomic counter. Next, we launch a
second compute kernel (IndirectBatcherKernel) that prepares an indirect
compute dispatch call for the next subdivision update (i.e., the next invocation of LodKernel), as well as an indirect draw call for the third and
final kernel. The final kernel (RenderKernel) executes the indirect drawing
commands to render the final geometry to the framebuffer (FrameBuffer).
It instances a grid of triangles (InstancedGeometryBuffers) for each key
located in the frustum-culled subdivision buffer (CulledSubdBuffer).
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1.3.2 LOD Function
In order to guarantee that the transformed vertices produce rasterizerfriendly polygons, we rely on a distance-based criterion to determine how
to update the subdivision buffer. Indeed, under perspective projection, the
image plane size s at distance z from the camera scales according to the
relation
 
θ
s(z) = 2z tan
,
2
where θ ∈ (0, π] is the horizontal field of view. Based on this observation,
we derive the following routine to determine the ideal subdivision level k
that each key should target:
float distanceToLod(float z)
{
float tmp = s(z) * targetPixelSize / screenResolution;
return -log2(clamp(tmp, 0.0, 1.0));
}

Here, the parameter z denotes the distance from the camera to the subtriangle associated to the key being processed. Listing 1.8 provides the GLSL
pseudocode we execute in LodKernel.
buffer VertexBuffer { vec3 u_V ertexBu ffer []; };
buffer IndexBuffer { uint u_IndexBuffer [];
};
buffer SubdBufferIn { uvec2 u _SubdBuf ferIn []; };
void main ()
{
// get threadID ( each key is associated to a thread )
int threadID = g l _ G l o b a l I n v o c a t i o n I D . x ;
// get coarse triangle associated to the key
uint primID = u_S ubdBuffe rIn [ threadID ]. y ;
vec3 v_in [3] = vec3 [3](
u_Ver texBuff er [ u_IndexBuffer [ primID * 3
]] ,
u_Ver texBuff er [ u_IndexBuffer [ primID * 3 + 1]] ,
u_Ver texBuff er [ u_IndexBuffer [ primID * 3 + 2]] ,
);
// compute distance - based LOD
uint key = u _SubdBu fferIn [ threadID ]. x ;
vec3 v [3]; subd ( key , v_in , v ) ;
float z = distance (( v [1] + v [2]) / 2.0 , camPos ) ;
int targetLod = int ( distanceToLod ( z ) ) ;
// write to u _S u bd Bu f fe rO ut
u p d a t e S u b d B u f f e r ( key , targetLod ) ;
}

Listing 1.8. Adaptive subdivision using a distance-based criterion.
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1.3.3 T-Junction Removal
As for any other adaptive polygon-refinement scheme, our technique can
produce T-junction triangles whenever two neighbouring keys differ in subdivision level. For instance, Figure 1.1 (c) shows a T-junction between
the neighboring triangles associated to the keys 00, 0101 and 0100. Tjunctions are problematic for rendering because they lead to visible cracks
whenever the vertices are displaced by a smoothing function or a displacement map. Fortunately, our subdivision scheme has the property that it
does not produce T-junctions as long as two neighboring keys differ by no
more than one subdivision level; this is noticeable for the green and blue
keys of Figure 1.1 (c). In order to guarantee such key configurations, we
apply our distance-based criteria to the centroid of the hypotenuse of each
sub-triangle; see Listing 1.8. We observed that this approach guarantees
crack-free renderings for any target edge length lower than 16 pixels (we
noticed some T-junctions above this value when the instanced grid is highly
tessellated). Therefore, we chose to rely on such a system as it avoids the
need for a sophisticated T-junction removal system; Listing 1.9 shows the
code we use in the vertex shader of our RenderKernel.
buffer VertexBuffer { vec3 u_V ertexBu ffer [];
buffer IndexBuffer { uint u_IndexBuffer [];
in vec2 i _ I n s t a n c e d V e r t e x ;
in uvec2 i _ P e r I n s ta n c e K e y ;

};
};

void main () {
// get coarse triangle associated to the key
uint primID = i _ P e r I n s t a n c e Ke y . y ;
vec3 v_in [3] = vec3 [3](
u_Ve rtexBuff er [ u_IndexBuffer [ primID * 3
]] ,
u_Ve rtexBuff er [ u_IndexBuffer [ primID * 3 + 1]] ,
u_Ve rtexBuff er [ u_IndexBuffer [ primID * 3 + 2]] ,
);
// compute vertex location
uint key = i _ P e r I n s t a n c e K e y . x ;
vec3 v [3]; subd ( key , v_in , v ) ;
vec3 finalVertex = berp (v , i _ I n s t a n c e d V e r t e x ) ;
// displace , deform , project , etc .
}

Listing 1.9. Adaptive subdivision using a distance-based criterion.

1.3.4 Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we wrote a renderer for
displacement-mapped terrains, and another one for meshes; our source code
is available on github at https://github.com/jadkhoury/TessellationDemo,
and a terrain rendering result is shown in Figure 1.3. In Table 1.1, we
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Figure 1.3. Crack-free, multiresolution terrain rendered entirely on the GPU
using compute-based subdivision and displacement mapping. The alternating
colors show the different subdivision levels.

give the CPU and GPU timings of a zoom-in/zoom-out sequence in the
terrain at 1080p. The camera’s orientation was fixed, looking downwards,
so that the terrain would occupy the whole framebuffer, thus maintaining
constant rasterizeration activity. We configured the renderer to target an
average triangle edge length of 10 pixels; Figure 1.3 shows the wireframe
of such a target. The testing platform is an Intel i7-8700k CPU, running
at 3.70 GHz, and an NVidia GTX1080 GPU with 8GiB of memory. Note
that the CPU activity only consists of OpenGL uniform variables and driver
management. On current implementations, such tasks run asynchronously
to the GPU.
Kernel
LOD
Batch
Render

CPU (ms)
0.038
0.028
0.035

GPU (ms)
0.042
0.003
0.184

CPU stdev
0.160
0.011
0.018

GPU stdev
0.031
0.001
0.013

Table 1.1. CPU and GPU timings and their respective standard deviation over
a zoom-in sequence of 5000 frames.
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As demonstrated by the reported numbers, the performance of our implementation is both fast and stable. Naturally, the average GPU rendering
time depends on how the terrain is shaded. In our experiment, we use a
constant color so that the reported performances correspond exactly to the
overhead caused by vertex processing of our subdivision technique.

1.4 Discussion
We introduced a novel compute-based subdivision algorithm that runs entirely on the GPU thanks to an implicit representation. In future work, we
would like to explore the feasibility of this representation for more complex
subdivision schemes such as Catmull-Clark. In the meantime, we provide
next a few additional considerations that we think can be relevant in the
context of our work.
How much memory should be allocated for the buffers containing
the subdivision keys? This depends on the target polygon density in
screen space. The buffers should be able to store at least 3 × max level + 1
nodes, and do not need to exceed a capacity of 4max level nodes. The lower
bound corresponds to a perfectly restricted subdivision, where each neighboring triangle differ by one level of subdivision at most. The higher bound
gives the number of cells at the finest level in case of uniform subdivision.
Is our subdivision technique prone to Floating-point precision
issues ? There are no issues regarding the implicit subdivision itself, as
each key is represented with bit sequences only. However, problems may
occur when computing the transformation matrices in Listing 1.1. Our 31level subdivision implementation does not have this issue, but higher levels
will, eventually. A simple solution to delay the problem on OpenGL4+
hardware is to use double precision, which should provide sufficient comfort
for most applications.
How about combining this technique with tessellation shaders
to overcome the subdivision limits of the hardware ? We have
actually implemented such an approach. Our open-source implementation
is available on github at https://github.com/jdupuy/opengl-framework (see
the demo-isubd-terrain demo). With both approached at hand, we leave it
up to the developper to decide which approach is best given his software
and hardware constraints.
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Figure 1.4. Performance evolution with respect to the level of subdivision of the
instanced triangle grid on an NVidia GTX1080.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.5. Our subdivision technique applied on (a) a triangle mesh using (b)
bilinear interpolation and (c) Phong tessellation [Boubekeur and Alexa 08].

There are two ways to control polygon density. Either use the
implicit subdivision, or refine the instanced triangle grid. Which
approach is best? This will naturally depend on the platform. Our
code provides tools to modify the tessellation of the instanced triangle
grid, so that its impact can be thoroughly measured; Figure 1.4 plots the
performance evolution that we measured on our platform.
Can our implicit subdivision scheme smooth input meshes? Our
implicit subdivision scheme offers the same functionality as tessellation
shaders. Therefore, any smoothing technique that runs with tessellation
shaders run with our subdivision shaders. For instance, the mesh renderer
we provide implements PN-triangles [Vlachos et al. 01] and Phong Tessellation [Boubekeur and Alexa 08] to smooth the surface of the coarse meshes
we refine; Figure 1.5 shows our mesh renderer applying either bilinear interpolation or Phong Tessellation to a coarse triangle mesh.
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